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Introduction

In ratifying the Paris Agreement, Canada committed to drastic reductions in greenhouse gas emissions to mitigate the risks and impacts of climate change 1. The urgent need to reduce global emissions, along with changing market and technology dynamics for energy products and services are driving the global energy transition. Energy strategies are useful tools that can guide the transition at local, provincial, and federal levels. While there are many approaches that can be taken in developing energy strategies, it is necessary to incorporate the views and priorities of all members of the policy community in energy planning. This includes ensuring that the public can participate in a meaningful way. This paper demonstrates the importance and value of prioritizing public participation in energy planning, as illustrated within the context of Manitoba, Canada.

We begin by defining the concept of an energy strategy, and outlining several common approaches to energy planning, with a focus on community participation. We then provide background information on Manitoba’s existing energy system. The ‘Methodology’ section then outlines the methods including data collection and analysis. Section ‘Results’ presents the results of the research, followed by a discussion and conclusion.

Background

What is an energy strategy?

An energy strategy is a framework that guides comprehensive and logical discussions about energy development and delivery, through a process that encourages involvement from all stakeholders 2. Energy strategies are a tool for organizing information and dialogue about energy options and their anticipated consequences. They are useful in structuring decision making about energy choices in a manner that facilitates and incorporates learning. Energy strategies are specific to the objectives of the decision participants and can help to inform choices about desired level of investment in each aspect of an energy portfolio. Energy strategies should be flexible and adaptable so they can incorporate learning over time.

Common Approaches to Energy Planning

In developing energy strategies or plans, there are several different approaches that can be taken. The approach should be selected depending on the goals and priorities of those undertaking the process. Common approaches to energy planning include focuses on climate change adaptation and mitigation, energy security, and community participation.

Energy strategies using the climate focused approach often prioritize the use of renewable energy sources to reduce carbon emissions. Common tools used in this type of planning include energy potential mapping and whole systems modelling to predict low carbon energy scenarios. Energy potential mapping can clarify the local strengths and weaknesses of a jurisdiction’s energy system. By identifying local characteristics including climate, topography, and infrastructure, energy potential maps can identify optimal locations for the use of renewable energy sources such as wind, solar, or tidal, to reduce local carbon emissions. The visual nature of energy potential maps is effective in utilizing local potential, and inspiring innovation in the face of climate change. Several countries including Mexico, The United Kingdom, Australia, and New Zealand have developed national calculators to model scenarios and visualize their potential impacts in terms of energy balance and carbon emissions over time. Modelling these scenarios can guide energy policy in order to adapt to and mitigate the impacts of climate change.

Another common approach to energy planning is focused on energy security. While definitions of energy security can vary greatly, most commonly they are primarily concerned with supply of a fuel source relative to demand, and a lack of interruption to that supply. A common framework that has been used to examine issues related to energy security is ‘the four A’s of energy security’ which includes availability, affordability, accessibility, and acceptability. Beyond the 4 A’s, energy system resilience has emerged as an important aspect of energy security. Resilience refers to an energy system’s exposure and vulnerability to risks. More recently, discussions around energy security have shifted somewhat away from the traditional supply-focused definition, and are beginning to consider the unique contextual factors that impact energy security on a place-by-place basis. More specifically, guidance has been taken from food security research to scale down the focus of energy security to consider the household and community level, rather than the state or national level. A scaled down approach to energy security allows for the experiences of community members to be considered in decision making and the planning process.

Taking the scaled down approach to energy security even further, energy planning through community participation is focused on the needs and priorities of the public. Meaningful public participation means that members of the public who wish to participate have an opportunity to do so, and are provided with the information and capacity that enables them to participate in an informed way. There is an onus on government agencies to involve the public in decisions

which affect their communities, and there is an increasing realization that improving levels of public participation can increase the likelihood the resulting decision will be accepted. For energy planning to be a tool that actually leads to change within energy systems, the energy plan or strategy needs to be accepted by a broad range of actors, including the public. Rather than leaving the development of an energy strategy solely to government agencies, approaching the process through meaningful public participation can lead to a holistic and comprehensive plan that reflects the needs and priorities of a variety of actors, and that is more widely accepted and effective in the long run.

**Manitoba’s Energy Profile**

This paper concerns the context of Manitoba, a central Canadian province with a population of 1,278,365 people. 778,489 people, or 60% of the population live in Winnipeg, the provincial capital located in southern Manitoba. Manitoba Hydro, a crown corporation, is responsible for the design, construction, and operation of hydro facilities, and is the largest producer of electricity in Manitoba. Manitoba Hydro also distributes natural gas through its Centra Gas division. As seen in figure 2, 97% of electricity in Manitoba comes from hydroelectricity. Heating consists primarily of natural gas, followed by hydro (figure 4), and the transportation sector is dominated by imported gasoline and diesel fuel (figure 3). There are also four remote, off-grid communities in Manitoba who rely on diesel as their primary energy source.

---


Methods
Data collection employed two methods: (i) an independent, random survey of 1,000 people across the province; and (ii) an interactive public workshop.

Public Survey
The survey was conducted by Prairie Research Associates (PRA), an independent research firm. Using an online panel, PRA surveyed 1,000 Manitobans during a four-day period in February, 2020. Manitobans were asked questions on the topics of energy production, electricity rates, future energy use, and costs of changes to energy use. This included questions about Manitobans’ personal energy use, as well as their opinions on energy at the provincial level.

Demographics of respondents are seen in figures 5-7. The survey slightly over represents respondents over 45 years of age and those living in Winnipeg. In order to correct for differences between the demographics of survey respondents and the Manitoba population, PRA weighted the data by age, gender, and region.

Public Workshop

In early March 2020, a free public workshop was held at The University of Winnipeg with the goal of initiating a discussion amongst Manitobans about energy in the province. The event brought together people with a variety of energy-based perspectives and interests, including consumers, researchers, students, Indigenous peoples, energy providers, entrepreneurs, decision-makers, and members of the public interested in the future of energy use in Manitoba.

The workshop consisted of two sessions, each including presentations from a panel of speakers, opportunity for questions and answers, and an audience focused workshop. The first panel was designed to provide expertise on the bigger picture of energy, both in Canada and internationally, while the second panel was designed to focus on the Manitoba context, including on-the-ground projects and initiatives. The workshops were designed to initiate discussion amongst and to hear from participants about strengths and weakness of Manitoba’s current energy system, as well as important aspects to frame an energy strategy for the province.

The event was attended by 87 in-person participants, and 10 on-line participants via Facebook livestream. As of July 23, 2020, the video of the event had a view count of 702 (https://www.facebook.com/119395024836293/videos/201046687905220/).

Data Analysis

Analysis was based on three data sources: the panel presentations, the workshop sessions, and the survey. The data from the presentations consisted of a detailed record written by a note-taker during the event. During the workshop sessions, a designated note-taker recorded each group’s responses to the discussion questions, which were submitted to the workshop organizers at the end of the event. For the survey, PRA provided a PowerPoint presentation highlighting the results of the survey questions.

Employing a grounded approach, the data from all three sources was coded for common themes using NVivo 12. This paper presents and discusses the top four most frequent themes that arose during the analysis.

---

Results

Diversification

Essential to energy security, diversification refers to having a portfolio that consists of multiple different energy sources rather than relying solely on one. As common energy sources such as crude oil, coal and natural gas are commodities, they are subject to market forces and shocks that can lead to changes in supply and price. In a nation or jurisdiction that relies heavily on one source of energy, a disruption to that source could lead to a widespread shortage of energy for the population. On the other hand, in a nation or jurisdiction with a diverse energy portfolio, should one energy source be subject to a disruption, they would still have multiple other sources to supplement and rely on.

The need to diversify Manitoba’s energy portfolio with more renewable sources was a common theme throughout the three data sources. When asked about the future of Manitoba’s energy profile, the majority of the survey respondents believed that more importance should be placed on alternative energy sources, including solar (69%), wind (58%), and geothermal (57%). Additionally, most respondents believed that less importance should be placed on fossil fuels including coal (86%), oil (74%) and diesel (67%).

In framing an energy strategy for Manitoba, workshop participants identified the promotion of alternative energy sources as an important aspect to be included. Several opportunities to increase the use of renewable energy sources such as biomass, solar, wind and geothermal were identified during the event. This includes advances in technologies such as storage for solar energy, and microgrid systems. Examples of small-scale diversification initiatives were also discussed, such as several renewable energy projects at The University of Winnipeg, as well as on a farm in southern Manitoba.

Decentralization

Decentralization changes the structure of the energy sector towards a multi-actor set-up where large utilities interact with self-producing consumers and mini-utilities. For governments, roles switch from being direct providers of energy access to facilitators of energy access, allowing for local and community level renewable energy producers to generate, distribute and sell in a decentralized system.

The need for increased local control over energy production through the decentralization of the province’s energy system was a common theme throughout the three data sources. In the PRA survey, when asked what changes they would make in their home energy use over the next 10 years, 39% of respondents said they would consider supplementing energy with an additional energy source, and 27% said they would consider producing their own energy.

Workshop participants identified the need to include opportunities for local control over energy production in an energy strategy for Manitoba. This includes opportunities for community ownership through co-op models, and addressing the idea of energy sovereignty. Additionally,
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the importance of Indigenous owned and operated energy projects for Manitoba’s energy future was discussed during the panel presentations.

**Legislative and Policy Barriers**

While Manitobans want diversification and decentralization of the provincial energy system, there are both legislative and policy barriers that pose challenges for such initiatives. These barriers were identified in both the panel presentations and the workshop sessions. There were no survey questions related to legislative or policy barriers, therefore it did not come up in the results.

The centralized monopoly model of Manitoba Hydro is a potential barrier, as the single supplier system is inflexible limits entry of community projects into the system. Additionally, the centralized system limits the ability to adapt to new renewable technologies without financial consequences to the existing hydro system. As the Manitoba Hydro Act gives the crown corporation the exclusive right to sell, there are to limits innovation and diversification of energy sources as individual producers face difficulty selling back to the grid. Other legislative and policy barriers identified during the presentation and workshop sessions include; the lack of environmental assessment for hydro projects under the Water Power Act, leading to negative environmental and social outcomes; permitting and inspection processes that have not been updated to reflect renewable energy sources; and, an overall disconnect between policy makers and what is happening on the ground in terms of changes to the energy sector.

**Affordability**

Currently, the price per kilowatt hour of electricity is much lower in Manitoba compared to other provinces\(^\text{16}\). Although the price per kilowatt hour is low, northern residents, primarily First Nations, pay much higher amounts on their electricity bills compared to those living in southern urban centres due to drastic differences in consumption\(^\text{17}\). With a colder climate and less energy efficient housing as compared to the southern portion of the province, overall consumption in the north is much higher. Additionally, multiple northern communities are not connected to the provincial grid and must rely on diesel fuel. The need for affordable energy was a common theme within the three data sources.

During the workshop sessions, the low price per kilowatt hour of electricity in Manitoba’s current energy system was identified as a strength, however the fact that it is not affordable for all segments of the population was identified as a weakness. This issue ties directly into another key topic from the event: reconciliation with Indigenous communities. Manitoba’s hydroelectric system has numerous historic and on-going effects on both the environment and First Nations in the north\(^\text{18}\). There is a need for a shift in framework for how Manitoba Hydro engages with Indigenous communities, towards an approach that centres relationships and the use of renewable energy in a way that benefits everyone in an equitable way. While general costs to


consumers are of concern, greater importance should be placed on social equity, or fair pricing for lower income and on-reserve consumers who may have difficulty paying their bills.

This sentiment was also reflected in the survey. While 63% of respondents felt that cost to ratepayers/taxpayers was among the most important considerations when making energy decisions in Manitoba, 69% felt that there should be some type of support for consumers who have difficulty paying their energy bill.

**Discussion and Conclusion**

The survey, panel presentations, and workshop sessions described in this paper make clear that the public provides a balanced perspective regarding the issues that should be considered in developing a provincial energy strategy. It is therefore important to include their input directly in to the development of an energy strategy for Manitoba.

Manitobans want diversification of the provincial energy portfolio, through an increase in renewable energy sources like wind, solar, and geothermal. Additionally, they want a decentralized system, that allows for individual and community scale producers to sell power back to the provincial grid. From a climate standpoint, it may be difficult to understand why diversification of Manitoba’s energy system is desired, as the hydroelectric system is low carbon and often touted as ‘green’ or ‘clean’ by the provincial government. Beyond carbon emissions, hydroelectric development has had both historic and ongoing impacts on First Nations and Métis communities. These impacts include increased erosion leading to loss of lands, cultural sites, wildlife resources, collapsing fisheries, and other social, environmental, and economic effects. Diversification of Manitoba’s energy system could mean mitigating the ongoing impacts, and preventing further impacts of hydro development on Indigenous communities in Manitoba. The high costs of new large-scale hydro projects, and the vast distance between production in the north and use in the south are other factors which may influence a desire to diversify Manitoba’s energy system.

As there are a number of ways that diversification and decentralization can be approached and implemented, it is important to consider the specifics of what Manitobans are pondering in this instance. Diversification of an energy system can be achieved through mechanisms that allow for individual and community scale producers to generate their own power and sell back to the grid. On a grander scale, it can also be achieved through widespread privatization of a jurisdiction’s energy system. As Manitobans who participated in this research discussed the importance of reconciliation, and Indigenous owned and operated energy projects, it is necessary to consider what scale of diversification best meets these priorities. In developing an energy strategy for Manitoba, it will be important to hear more from the public in order to select the most appropriate approach to diversification and decentralization.

There are many legislative and policy barriers in place that are hindering both diversification and decentralization within Manitoba’s energy system. To address these priorities and concerns, a provincial energy strategy must include legislative changes to allow for and facilitate individual and community scale producers who want to use renewable energy projects to generate power for themselves as well as to sell back to the grid. As the legislative and policy changes that are needed will depend on the scale of diversification and decentralization, it is crucial that further public participation activities are undertaken to clarify the needs and priorities of Manitobans.
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Affordability was another priority for Manitobans, both in terms of equity among population segments, and financial support and investment into renewable technologies. To address the equity concern, a provincial energy strategy must be rooted in reconciliation between Manitoba Hydro, the provincial government, and the Indigenous communities who continue to experience the devastating impacts of hydroelectric development. Hydro and the province must listen to those who have been impacted, in order to redress the damages they have caused. Furthermore, the energy strategy must include a variety of subsidies and incentive programs that assist both large- and small-scale renewable energy projects to enter the provincial market.

The timing of this research is critical, as the provincial government recently tasked Manitoba Hydro with the responsibility of developing an energy strategy for the province. Assigning this task to the crown corporation is problematic, as while Manitoba Hydro is responsible for electricity and natural gas, it does not provide propane or fuels adopted to the transportation sector. Additionally, this mandate by the provincial government continues to perpetuate the prioritization of hydro-electric development over other renewable energy sources. Assigning the task of developing a provincial energy strategy to Manitoba Hydro does not reflect the priorities of the public identified by this research.

As Manitoba and other jurisdictions around the world undergo system changes as they adapt to the energy transition, listening to and incorporating input from all members of the policy community is critical. The public can provide a variety of perspectives on the future of energy use, and including them in the energy planning process can lead to greater acceptance and long-term success of the resulting energy strategy. In conclusion, this paper has outlined priorities and concerns of Manitobans which should be considered in the development of a provincial energy strategy, demonstrating the value of public participation in the planning process. Moving forward, the province must ensure that the public is able to participate in a meaningful way, in order to develop a holistic and comprehensive energy strategy for Manitoba.
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